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what the committee amendment was all about by the way, Inter
North and some other major companies like this are willing, 
if this state will pass the first of these resolutions,...
PRESIDENT: A half a minute, Senator.
SENATOR DeCAMP: ...to go to the other states, thirty-eight
states that InterNorth is in, and try to get the same 
regulation or the same resolution passed so they can tell 
the President, so they can tell the administration, "Look!
We who are involved would rather go slow than take the 
immediate deregulation". I urge you to support the resolu
tion. As I say, I am not a bad Republican because I support 
the resolution. If Mr. Willis Strauss and Senator Kremer 
feel as strongly as they do, and I am sorry he is not here 
today, I think you had better take a second look. I urge 
you to support the resolution.
PRESIDENT: The question before the House is the adoption
of LR 21. All those in favor vote aye, opposed nay. Have 
you all voted? Record the vote.
CLERK: 28 ayes, 9 nays on adoption of LR 21, Mr. President.
PRESIDENT: The motion carries. The Legislative Resolution 21
is adopted. That will conclude agenda item #4, Mr. Clerk, 
if you want to read some things in.

CLERK: Mr. President, very simply, a notice from Senator
Hefner regarding reapportionment guidelines will be in
serted in the Journal. (See page 1452 of the Journal.)
PRESIDENT: We are ready now for agenda item #5, Final
Reading. The Sergeant at Arms will clear the aisles. All 
members will be at their desks, and we will commence with
Final Reading. I will tell you at the outset that the
order for Final Reading has been changed to this extent 
that the first bill on your Final Reading list, LB 76, will 
be at the bottom of the list rather than at the top of 
the list, and we will commence with LB 113- I also want 
to note for those who have asked a question about 113A 
being on the Final Reading list, this is because LB 113 
is a Cash Fund and not a General Fund A bill, so that 
explains the reason why we have an A bill on the Final 
Reading list at this time. We will now....as soon as 
everyone is at their desks, we will commence with Final 
Reading. All right, we are ready, Mr. Clerk, I guess for 
LB 113 on Final Reading. There Is a motion on the desk.
Read the motion.
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